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TOULOUSE: Australian Caleb Ewan picked up
his first Tour de France stage win in a mass
sprint at Toulouse on Wednesday as French-
man Julian Alaphilippe kept the overall lead.
Ewan said at the winning post that victory “al-
most” made up for leaving his country, his wife
and his baby daughter behind to race his first
Tour de France.

With defending champion Geraint Thomas
and his Ineos teammate Egan Bernal also fin-
ishing in the pack on Wednesday, there was no
change in the overall top three after a 167km
run from Albi to Toulouse. Ewan timed his ex-
plosive burst to perfection, catching and over-
taking Dutch sprinter Dylan Groenewegen
right on the line after a long home straight. Elia
Viviani was third on a finish designed for the
pure sprinters.

“It took me half the Tour de France to get
my win, but I got it in the end,” said Ewan. “I
let him go, caught his wheel and just had him
on the line,” explained, the stocky 25-year-old,
in his first season with the Lotto-Soudal team.
Ewan insisted the stage win was a dream come
true, and emotionally rolled off people to
whom he owed his win. “When I started cy-
cling at 10-years-old, I used to pretend that I
was racing in the Tour de France, and winning
it,” he said. “Winning this stage almost makes
it worthwhile leaving Australia with my wife
with our newborn baby daughter, Lee, back
home.  “My wife is so strong and I could never
have done this without her. She’s the one I re-

ally have to thank for realizing my dream.

Thomas favorite for yellow 
Ewan has won stages on all three Grand

Tours, with three victories on the Giro this sea-
son and one on the Vuelta. It was a narrow win
with the photo-finish, which takes thousands
of shots a second from both sides of the finish
line, showing a tiny margin of victory. There
are two major mountains on the menu on stage
12 on Thursday with yellow jersey Alaphilippe
vowing to defend his lead.

“Geraint Thomas is favourite to win this
Tour. He looks so confident, so strong,” in-
sisted Alaphilippe when asked if he could keep
the overall lead all the way to Paris. The 27-
year-old former soldier is looking forward to
the first day in the Pyrenees after checking out
what awaits the riders yesterday. “It won’t be
easy tomorrow, there will be attacks, and it
will be a big day on the Tour, but I’m up for it,”
he said.

“I’m awaiting the Pyrenees with impatience.
I know what’s in store for me. I went to scout
out the stage.” The defending champion and
the current leader both enjoyed a geat deal of
support on the stage with dozens of Welsh
flags almost outnumbering the roadside signs
supporting ‘Juju’ Alaphilippe. Thomas said he
was feeling lucky on Wednesday as the stage
left Albi after the rest day. “I’m on good form
thanks, and gaining 1min 40sec on five rivals in
the last stage was like a gift,” he said of the

crosswind-hit run to Albi on Monday which
saw a split in the peloton. 

“I don’t think I ever did that even on a
mountain stage,” said the 33-year-old. Sprint
points leader Peter Sagan of Slovakia kept his
green jersey after finishing fourth behind
Ewan.”I congratulate him, he’s too fast for me

on that kind of course, said the 30-year-old
Sagan. Colombian Bernal kept hold of the
under-25’s white jersey and said Ineos would
remain calm in their quest for the yellow jersey.
“We won’t be attacking just yet, but I feel good
going into the mountains” said Bernal, who is
on his second Tour. —AFP

Tour win ‘almost worth leaving 
Australia for’, says new dad Ewan

TOULOUSE: Australia’s Caleb Ewan (front L), past Netherlands’ Dylan Groenewegen, wins on the finish line of
the eleventh stage of the 106th edition of the Tour de France cycling race between Albi and Toulouse. —AFP

Ketones: The stamina 
booster sparking 
the Tour debate
PARIS: The Tour de France is again embroiled in a
debate over what cyclists put in their bodies after
Dutch team Jumbo acknowledged they were using
a dietary aid believed to boost stamina. The team
responded to questions from Dutch newspaper De
Telegraaf by saying they were using drinks based
on a substance called ketones, which occur natu-
rally in the body. Jumbo team manager Richard
Plugge says the use of ketones is nothing unusual
and is widespread among Tour de France riders.
“It’s a food supplement, like vitamins,” he told De
Telegraaf. Ketones are “supplementary fuel for the
muscles,” said Jean-Jacques Menuet, the doctor for
a rival team, Arkea-Samsic. Jumbo won four of the
first 11 stages on this year’s Tour de France. Mike
Teunissen won the opening stage before Jumbo
romped to victory in the team time trial the next
day. Dylan Groenewegen won stage six in a sprint
and Wout Van Aert took stage 10 on Monday.

On the Tour’s rest day on Tuesday, Ineos team
principal Dave Brailsford described Jumbo as “the
most improved team over the past three years.”
Brailsford, who has masterminded six Tour de
France wins, said Jumbo had an “open-minded and
expansive approach.” Ketones are produced by the
liver during intense dieting, but a laboratory version
is now cheaply and easily available.

Ketones are classified as a food supplement
rather than a drug and are not on the World Anti-
Doping Agency’s list of doping products. Two of
three WADA criteria would have to be met before
they are added — namely, if it enhances, or poten-
tially enhances, performance, if it violates the spirit
of sport or if it is an actual or potential health risk.
For the moment, ketones do not appear to be harm-
ful.  “They naturally occur when the liver turns lipids
(fats) into glucid (sugar),” Menuet, the Arkea-Sam-
sic team doctor, told AFP, adding that this would
happen during an extreme diet. Artificial ketones,
first created in laboratory conditions in the English
city of Oxford, have the same effect. “At first it cost
thousands of euros for one bottle, but now you can
get a bottle on the internet for between 30 euros
and 90 euros,” Menuet said.

Simon Verdonck, team doctor at the French
team Cofidis, told AFP that ketones work by ex-
tending the amount of time before the body starts
using its stored sugars as fuel.  “When you go full
gas, your body uses glucids rather than lipids,” said
Verdonck. “Ketones delays the use of glucids, sav-
ing them for the end of a stage.” 

Verdonck says he first heard of ketones five
years ago but “the effects remain mysterious over
the long term” and, until tests have been done on
potential negative effects, Cofidis will not be using
them. Menuet agrees. “I don’t want to receive a let-
ter in 10 years from a rider telling me that his liver
is ruined,” he says. Vincent Lavenu, of the AG2R
team, has called for the use of ketones to be halted
immediately. “For equality in this sport we need a
swift reaction,” he said.  —AFP

Lowry overcomes
nerves to seize 
British Open lead
PORTRUSH: Ireland’s Shane Lowry said he felt
“uneasy” on the first tee before going on to take
the early lead yesterday as the British Open re-
turned to Northern Ireland for the first time since
1951. The 32-year-old carded a four-under-par first
round of 67 at Royal Portrush to move one shot
clear of a group of five players. But Lowry admitted
that he felt the pressure early on.

“I felt uncomfortable on the first tee, I was glad
it was downwind so it was only a three iron,” he
said. “It’s the British Open, it’s in Ireland. I feel like
I’m hitting it well. Of course I feel uneasy. “Nerves
are a good thing... I hope I’m nervous on Sunday
afternoon, that’s where you want to be. You have
to ask yourself if you’d rather be there or sat at
home watching on TV.” Organizers expect the sec-
ond-biggest attendance in Open history this week,
with 237,750 fans estimated, and the locals lent
strong support to all six players in the field from ei-
ther the Republic of Ireland or Northern Ireland.
Lowry paid them back in style, making five birdies
in the slightly easier morning conditions before the
predicted heavy rain in the afternoon. “I thoroughly
enjoyed today, the crowds were unbelievable, I was
cheered on at every tee box,” he said.

“I stand on tees and scan the crowds and see a
few familiar faces.”It’s going to be an exciting few
days ahead and I hope I can give them something
to cheer for on Sunday afternoon.” Lowry has con-
tended at majors before, finishing runner-up to

Dustin Johnson at the 2016 US Open. He slipped to
92nd in the world rankings last year, though, before
a string a strong results — including victory in Jan-
uary’s Abu Dhabi Championship — saw him climb
back to his current mark of 33rd.

“I feel like if I hit a bad shot I can get myself out
of trouble. That’s a good place to be in,” Lowry
added. “It would be great to contend this week but
it wouldn’t be the end of the world if it doesn’t hap-
pen. “I’m a bit more under the radar than the other
guys... But obviously not here.” One home hope who
did not manage his nerves on the opening hole was
pre-tournament favorite Rory McIlroy, as the four-
time major winner made a quadruple-bogey eight.
“I did hear about that. I don’t have much to say
about that, I feel for him,” said Lowry. “Obviously
he’s one of the best golfers in the world.”  —AFP

PORTRUSH: Ireland’s Shane Lowry tees off from the first
hole during the first round of the British Open golf Cham-
pionships at Royal Portrush golf club. —AFP


